Mitsubishi oil pressure sending unit wiring diagram

Posted by Dave , Jun 23, Featured Products from our Supporting Vendors. Activity Feed
DSMtuners. Join the Community! Chat with others, create a build thread, post questions and
answers. Get involved! Logging in will also remove many of the advertisements, along with this
notice. Oil pressure sending unit swap Jun 23, 1. Started out replacing timing set, fix oil leaks,
mounts HEY my whole motors apart If I can swap to the 96 up type I can save money and
waiting time. Sooo anyone know what mystery wire 2 does? It appears the light gets 12v from
the ign switch and the ground is applied via the oil press switch till the car starts then ground is
removed to turn the light off. Does wire 2 go to the ECM to shut off fuel pump if pressure drops?
Ive seen other posts that say there is no such functionality Does the 2 wire switch pass signal
from wire 1 to wire 2 and ground at another location? Its broken open and appears to ground
directly to the block inside the switch Does wire 2 maybe go to the Confusselator valve? I
considered and dismissed the idea of an aftermarket gauge bcus its just a daily driver BTW if I
can pull this off i know i'll need to hit the boneyard for a suitable plug for the 96 up sender
switch but they usually have lots of eclipses usually with all the good stuff gone already.
Thanks in advance. Eclipse oil pressure sending unit circut schematic. Last edited: Jul 13, Jun
24, 2. The oil pressure switch has only 1 wire. The other switches connector one with circle and
3 horizontal lines under it is a device ground through switches casing. Connector A is a 2 pin
connector but the other pin is most likely unused on your model it may even have a wire there
that isn't used on your model. Jun 24, 3. Thanks for the reply. I was thinking maybe 1 wire was
unused Here is a topic from forum " X " that shows the differences in the 2 sending units. The
poster had a 96 non turbo and said autozone gave him the wrong part PS which is exactly the
part my 95 non turbo has so it definitely changed in 96 to the 1 pin model PS which is what I'm
hoping to convert to. I tested with the probes in both connection holes of the plug and got
nothing. I tested each wire to ground and got nothing. With the key on I tried testing each wire
to the positve batt terminal and got nothing. Since the 12v oil light should be powered thru the
ign switch per the FSM wiring diagram I was anticipating i'd be able to read continuity from one
of the wires in the oil sender plug thru the bulb filament and to the 12v batt terminal but i got
nothing. Im wondering if theres a relay that turns on when the battery is connected and the key
is to ign 1 that sends power to everything or at least the dash circuit? If so thats why i wasnt
reading thru the oil light bulb bcus theres no battery in the car. I get what you said that they may
not have used 1 wire What happened to service manuals that show every wire and every color?
This block diagram stuff is for the birds Further back tracing may have to wait until its all back
together and i re-install the battery Jun 24, 4. You have some good points and have done good
research. I'm looking at FSM you too? You'll have to look at a 95 FSM to see what the wiring is.
Some libraries have the Mitchells or Alldata auto manuals for every year that you can look at for
free which you might try. I seriously doubt there's a relay in the oil light circuit but then this is
Chysler and they are famous for having something old fashion or goofy - they often do.
Although I doubt even they would have a relay. Have you checked the bulb itself and the fuse
for that circuit? I recommend examining the 95 diagrams before going to the 96 sensor. Perhaps
the other wire is significant or you'd have to change it somehow if you want to use the 96
sensor. Jun 24, 5. No I havent checked fuse or bulb but theres no reason for either to be bad.
Everything was working It shows the oil light connects directly to ign1 and only a fuse in the
circuit Maybe that other wire does go to the confuzzelator valve bcus its got me confuzzled! I
hate PDF manuals anyway! Nothin like the real thing! I'll check the library but theyre sorely
lacking in technical books available online. Maybe someone will read this post and come up
with a better diagram. Eclipse oil pressure sending unit circut schematic w my blue test trace.
Jun 24, 6. Jun 26, 7. Ok I went to the library and got this wire diagram of the 95NT for ya. The
other yellow-red wire on pin 2 as you can see is the sender for the stock oil pressure gauge. The
95 turbo and all have the two on separate plugs. Jul 13, 8. Dude thats so cool you got the
diagram for me! You rock! I'm still working on it. Re-assembling the engine. I went to a local
library here and all they had was the Hardcover Chiltons manual for import cars and the smaller
paperback for Eclipses. No Alldata or Mitchells in the county library system. Those chiltons
manuals are pretty much useless for electrical. After seeing your diagram here it makes sense
now! Mitsu likely changed that setup because if that single sending unit went out you'd lose all
your oil pressure indicators. Ahhhh clarity at last Came across a few Eclipses Was hoping for
an early 95 2 wire oil switch to test with a meter for continuity but the oldest I found was a late
95 which had already gone to the 1 wire unit. I cut the pigtail off so I can go to the 96 up switch
Already called on the new switch and its being held for me at the parts store. This all still leaves
one issue though. With both wires accounted for Thanks again for thinkin about me. I really
appreciate it! Have a great weekend! Last edited: Jul 14, You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Oil

pressure switches are typically used as an actuator which directly activates the oil warning light
in driver dashboard when the oil pressure in the engine will fall below the preset critical level or
brings a signal to the ECU engine control unit , so to be warned about low pressure of engine oil
and prevent damage to the engine. Depending on the engine construction, the oil pressure
switch usually can be found in one of the most common locations: in the cylinder block of the
engine or in the oil filter housing as well as at some engine types can be found in the engine
head. The switch is operated by a self-elastic diaphragm or movable diaphragm with fitted
hairspring, whose position is determined by the pressure applied to it. The required critical
pressure for moving up the diaphragm and activating switching ON or switching OFF the switch
contacts is determined by the oil pressure of the engine. This critical value of oil pressure is
individual for every engine type and can vary. Usual value is between 0. If the oil pressure falls
below this critical value, the switch directly activates the oil warning light in driver dashboard or
in some engine management systems the switch returns a signal to the ECU, so to be warned
about low pressure of engine oil and prevent damage to the engine. The switch contacts can be
either normally open or normally closed. Figure 1. Engine oil pressure switch: 1. Connector, 5.
Thread for tightness. The figure 1, under A shows illustrative drawing of one type of oil pressure
switch with normally open contacts, and under B one type of switch with normally closed
contacts. The operation of these types of switches is fundamentally similar in all instances,
although the type, size and construction can vary upon the manufacturer application or
requirement of a used system. At the switches with normally open contacts, when the engine oil
pressure reaches the preset critical level, produces movement of the diaphragm and activates
the contacts of the switch, so the contacts are connected together, i. The switches with
normally closed contacts works opposite, when the engine oil pressure reaches the preset
critical level, deactivates the already connected contacts of the switch, so now the contacts are
disconnected, i. Unplug the connector from oil pressure switch and check the connectivity
between the contacts. If the switch is with two pins, the check should be between the pins. In
case when the switch is with only one pin, then the check should be between the pin and mass
negative pole. When the engine is not running , the read value of the electrical resistance from a
multimeter in case of switch with normally open contacts should be infinite contacts are
disconnected â€” switched OFF , and in case of switch with normally closed contacts should be
zero contacts are connected â€” switched ON. When the engine is running , the read value of
the electrical resistance from a multimeter in case of switch with normally open contacts should
be zero contacts are connected â€” switched ON , and in case of switch with normally closed
contacts should be infinite contacts are disconnected â€” switched OFF. If you would like to
read my future posts then please click "Follow" or feel free to send me a LinkedIn invitation. I'm
glad to expand my LinkedIn network with new connections. October 15, Designed by Kiril
Mucevski. Sign in to leave your comment. Show more comments. More from Kiril Mucevski 22
articles. Photography, My Passion and Hobby May 9, Design Inspiration Interview with Kirilâ€¦
June 3, My Professional Portfolio and Gallery October 15, To wire an oil pressure gauge , make
sure to get a copy of the wiring diagram for the specific brand and model of the device. Here are
the instructions on how to wire an oil pressure gauge. Purchase an oil pressure gauge that is
compatible with the car. The gauge should be found near the oil filter of the engine. Make
certain that all wiring connections are properly detached before pulling the gauge out of the car.
When the old gauge is removed, insert the new oil gauge into the slot and begin with the wiring
process. First of all, detach the negative battery cable. Now connect the red wire from the oil
pressure gauge to a positive 12 volt ignition source. If the source does not have a fuse, make
sure to install a fuse in the wiring. An additional circuit accessory can be purchased and added
to the fuse panel for this purpose. Connect the yellow wire to the un-switched positive 12 volt
constant. This can be done indirectly through the fuse panel of the vehicle or directly to the
battery. If the source does not have a fuse, make sure to install a fuse inline. Locate the
pressure sensor and locate the white wire and the G Post. Connect the white wire on the sensor
to the white wire on the gauge. When all other connections have been established, take the
black wire from the oil pressure gauge and connect it to the black wire on the pressure sensor.
Route the connection to an unpainted ground connection. Re-attach the cable to complete the
wiring process. In order to avoid damage to the gauge or cause it to malfunction, take note not
to connect it to a dimmer. A dimmer switch unit will definitely interfere with the functions of the
oil pressure gauge and thus display incorrect readings. Double check if all corrections are in
line with the wiring diagram in the service manual. Inspect for loose connections and wiring
errors as well. Turn on the car engine to test the gauge. We welcome your comments and
suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this
site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
here. Toggle navigation subscribe. How to Wire an Oil Pressure Gauge. Written by Shereyll

Pineda. To ensure our content is always up-to-date with current information, best practices, and
professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed by industry experts with years of hands-on
experience. What You'll Need. Oil pressure gauge. Troubleshooting Fiber Optic Audio Cables.
How to Install a Dimmer Switch. Installing a 3-Way Dimmer Switch. Traveling on interstate,
noticed engine temperature gauge creeping up. Read More. Would this mean bad fuel pump?
My oil pressure gauge is normal at startup but as I drive it will drop to l May of came from
Automot Related Posts How to determine doorbell wire gauge. I'm going to install a Ring
doorbell, but I'm moving the location of the wi Hello, Does anyone know of a digital boiler
pressure and temperature gau Pressure gauge on boiler. Is my pressure gauge broken? Popular
Articles. How to Wire a Fuel Pressure Gauge. By Chris Nickson. How to Install an Oil
Temperature Gauge. By Felicia Leng. How to Install a Volt Gauge in a Car. By Sage C. How to
Wire a Radiator Fan. By Bipasha Bhatia. Log in. Forgot your password? Forgot your username?
Create an account. Please Log in or Create an account to join the conversation. It's just a single
tank. I know from watching the videos gm tied the power into the oil switch. It was just in case
the relay failed. I got lean codes both banks. My pressure is low so I'm testing the circuit. I
pulled the relay and it died. Which if the switch is tied in then it shouldn't have. Probably has
nothing to do with low pressure. I'm just curious. I'll find a diagram. Buy The Book! Index
Recent Topics Search. Log in Username. Remember me. Log in Forgot your password? By
posting the year, make, model and engine near the beginning of your help request, followed by
the symptoms no start, high idle, misfire etc. Along with any prevalent Diagnostic Trouble
Codes, aka DTCs, other forum members will be able to help you get to a solution more quickly
and easily! Start Prev 1 Next End. Does a 04 silverado 5. The wiring diagram looks like it does
but mine only has two weird on it. I don't see anything in the wiring diagram that indicates that
OPS has anything to do with the fuel pump. Can you provide a little more information? Single or
dual tanks. Single tank So the truck is running? Just with low pressure? It is on or off, It would
not cause a low fuel pressure condition. Not true actually. The Switch can not run the fuel
pump. The relay is the only device used to supply power to the fuel pump. Low oil pressure and
low oil level usually is not one of those. I'll find a diagram Pulling the relay would have that
exact symptom. So no problem there. May I ask how you came to the conclusion you have low
fuel pressure? If you do in fact have low fuel pressure, it could be related to the wiring to the
pump, the relay or the supply power to the relay. Obviously the physical pump too. This is
where voltage drop measurements would come in very hand. Voltage drop testing is absolute
KEY to condoning bad components. Go to ScannerDanner on youtube and search for voltage
drop testing. I think he has a video on it. You could search for "fuel pump" as well as he always
does voltage drop testing before condoning a pump. The Oil Pressure Sensor, remember a
pressure sensor varies a voltage signal based on a fluid or gas pressure. The Oil pressure
sensor is located on the top of the motor, drivers side at the rear. The voltage signal is sent to
the pcm and then to the cluster to the oil pressure gauge. On your Silverado, the oil pressure
sensor and the oil level switch have nothing to do with the fuel pump. I forget if high pressure
equals low voltage signal or if its the other way around. The Oil Level Switch is located in the
side of the oil pan. I haven't seen a GM yet that will shut down the engine if the oil pressure
drops or if there is low oil. Maybe they are out there but they would rather warn the driver and
have the driver destroy the engine getting to safety then just having it shut down and potentially
causing an accident and loosing a life. Hope to hear back. In the diagram below for a Silverado
5. The Relay is power side switched meaning that dark green white wire will have battery
voltage on it when its energized. Confirm what it's not, and fix what it is! Last edit: 19 Jan by
graywave. The following user s said Thank You: Noah. I hooked a pressure gauge up to it and
it's 55 psi at idle. Then on snap r throttles it drops to 30 psi. I really don't know where I should
do a drop voltage test that's easy to access. I hooked up an amp clamp as close to the pump
itself that was accessible.
1999 cutlass ciera
2 switch wiring diagram
jetta 2006 headlights
It only read 5 amps. With the oil pressure switch controlling the pump. I learned about that on
scanner danners videos. In one of them he says if you pull the relay it will continue to run of the
power supply from the oil switch. So if you ever do fuel injection cleaning at the rail you have to
unplug the fuel pump harness. There are videos on YouTube of other people testing this circuit
also. That video is of a much older GM engine and does not pertain to yours at all. Don't follow
that video, it will only confuse you. As you can see in the wiring diagram I supplied to you, there
is no oil pressure switch that is involved. That oil pressure switch is a completely different
design than what is on your truck. Yours does not have a oil pressure switch, it has a oil

pressure sensor, very different. Compare this 5. Not Allowed: to create new topic. Not Allowed:
to reply. Not Allowed: to edit your message. Powered by Kunena Forum. You are now being
logged in using your Facebook credentials.

